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How To Pray
The Living Rosary

01

Announce the mystery.

02

Read the Missionary Prayer Intention.
THAT THE BREATH OF THE HOLY
SPIRIT ENGENDERS A NEW
MISSIONARY SPRING IN THE CHURCH.

Baptised And Sent

— Taken from the Pope’s intentions
for October 2019

Heeding the call of Pope Francis, Holy Family parishioners join Catholics around the world
in October to rediscover our missionary calling.

03

Read the Gospel or another part
of the Sacred Scriptures.

04

Read one of the following:
◊ A MISSION TESTIMONY
This can be stories about the lives
of beatified brothers and sisters in
Christ, such as Peter To Rot, the first
blessed of Papua New Guinea. He
was an exemplary catechist and was
killed by Japanese soldiers in 1945
because of his courageous defence
of Christian marriage.
tiny.cc/emm19-mission-testimony
◊ A PATRISTIC SPIRITUAL TEXT
This refers to Church Fathers and
their early Christian writings.
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•

•

Children at the Toboh
Home posing for a
picture with missioner
Joyce Lo (in purple).
Fr Stan processing
to the altar in the
Toboh Home chapel
for the first Mass of
the trip Holy Family
parishioners made
to Sabah in June.
Missioner Lynette
de Silva kissing an
elderly villager from
a nearby village at
Bundu Tuhan Retreat
Centre during the trip.
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Parishioners at Holy Family will soon join

the Gospel, following the tragedy of the

Catholics worldwide in celebrating the

First World War (1914 – 1918). He recognised

Extraordinary Missionary Month (EMM)

the need for a more evangelical approach

of October.

to missionary work in the world, so that it

The congregation is invited to observe this

would be kept away from the nationalistic

initiative by Pope Francis

and expansionistic

through meditating on the

goals that had led to the

rosary in a special way, as
well as in a parish-wide faith
formation session.
On World Mission
Sunday in October two years
ago, the Pope designated
October 2019 as an

...Two years ago, the Pope
designated October 2019 as
an Extraordinary Missionary
Month. It will serve as
a reminder that “the Church
is on mission in the world”.

Extraordinary Missionary Month. It will serve

◊ ON THE MISSIONARY INTENTION

World War I.
The theme of the

◊ DAILY MASS COMMENTARY
For October 2019
tiny.cc/emm19-daily-comm-oct19

EMM is Baptised and
Sent: The Church of
Christ on Mission in the

◊ REFLECTIONS OF POPE FRANCIS
tiny.cc/emm19-pope-reflections

World.

Some may associate Christian mission
only with great missionaries like St Francis

the world,” Pope Francis said in a message on

Xavier, the 16th century Spanish-born saint

Pentecost.

who preached the Gospel in India, Japan and

100th anniversary of Maximum Illud, an Apostolic

◊ A REFLECTION ON THE
MYSTERY PRAYED

catastrophic turmoil of

as a reminder that “the Church is on mission in

The timing was chosen to commemorate the

This can be in the form of sermons
about a mystery of the rosary,
such as a sermon of St Bernard of
Clairvaux, a French saint known as
the “honey-tongued doctor” for his
eloquent writings on the love of God.
tiny.cc/emm19-patristic-text

Malacca. But Pope Francis has stressed that
mission is for every Christian.

Letter issued by Pope Benedict XV in 1919.

05
06
07
08

Our Father
10 Hail Mary’s
Glory Be
Pray for the Dead

More details will be publicised in church
in the upcoming weeks.

In it, Pope Benedict XV aimed to give fresh
impetus to the missionary task of proclaiming
C O N T I N U E D O N PA G E 2

C AT H O L I C R A D I O

Turning Up The Volume
On Today’s Needs

C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1

In his Pentecost message, the Pope
said: “Celebrating this month will help us
rediscover the missionary dimension of
our faith in Jesus Christ, a faith graciously
bestowed on us in baptism… Through our
communion with God, Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, we, together with so many of our other
brothers and sisters, are born to new life.
This divine life is… a treasure to be given,
communicated and proclaimed: that is the
meaning of mission.”
He added: “This missionary mandate
touches us personally: I am a mission, always;
you are a mission, always; every baptised man
and woman is a mission.”
Elaborating on the theme, Dominican
Father David Garcia, who is based in
Singapore, said that mission is far from
being limited to going overseas for charitable
purposes. We can be on mission at home.
Fr David told Holy Family Connection:
“In the beginning, the Church had to be
sent geographically. St Paul wanted to go
to the end of the world, which at that time
was Spain. [Today], instead of geographical
mission, it’s ideological mission, people who
may be near us but far from us in thinking.
“It is about being sent, whether to
some place or to do some action. The
commandment of Jesus is to preach the
Gospel.”
Fr David said: “The Church has a
It’s radio, yet it’s not. At least not in the

opened her eyes to the different ways one can

technical sense.

evangelise and how God can touch someone

Launched on June 2, Catholic Singapore

through you, if you let Him. She remembers

Radio is not your regular free-to-air FM

how her journey of service started in 2011

broadcast. It is in fact an online audio-

when she first joined Genesis II Choir at the

streaming platform that’s delivered via an

sunset Mass on Saturdays – a choir she is still

app. Regardless, it promises “content that is

a part of today.

relatable to all people – Catholic or not”, says

Catholic Radio
volunteer Nicole
Verghese puts
together music
capsule playlists
on her laptop.

very clear idea of the connection between
evangelisation and social action. If individuals
do not have food, give them food. If they
don’t have the Good News, give them the
Good News. It’s part of the same movement of
mercy to assist materially and spiritually.”
At Holy Family, the Parish Pastoral

“I was a bit of a Sunday Catholic

Council (PPC) decided in a meeting in July

André Achak, director of communications

previously and committing to that ministry

on how the parish would commemorate the

for the Archbishop’s Office, in an interview

started my journey in reconnecting with

EMM.

with The Catholic News. It promises to deliver

God. It went slow and steady. God knew I

talk shows, interviews, music, prayers,

needed time. I then went for the Conversion

the rosary with a missionary intention. This

programmes, plus podcasts on demand.

Experience Retreat (CER) last year and found

form of prayer, called the Living Rosary, has

Nicole Verghese
one of our very own
parishioners at Holy
Family is a volunteer
there. Every fortnight,
the public relations
manager at Booking.
com puts together
music capsule
playlists that run for
15 to 30 minutes. She
thinks of a theme

“I hope in some small way,
through a message, through a
song, God can use it as a channel
to touch someone - that whoever
is listening may have an encounter
with God, in a small way.
It only takes a spark!”
NICOLE VERGHESE, ON CATHOLIC RADIO.

for that particular
playlist and pulls together songs that fit.
The 34-year-old who’s also contributing

From Oct 1, parishioners are invited to say

myself a community

different variations, but typically involves a

and had been

group of people sharing in praying the rosary

wondering how else I

together. Each member of the community will

could serve with the

pray daily at least one mystery of the rosary.

strengths I had, and
this popped up! ”
Nicole loves how

On Oct 10, there will be a prayer and faith
formation session in church. The entire parish
is invited. The PPC hopes that this will be

the church is moving

the first of such quarterly parish-wide faith

with the times.

formation sessions.

“I think it’s a

PPC Exco chairman Kevin Santa Maria

fantastic effort!”

said the plans for the EMM were part of a

she says, “We’re

continuing theme from the Parish Mission,

also really blessed

a year-long parish renewal exercise involving

that we have the resources to do this! It’s
starting small, but I’m sure it’ll grow and

home visits that ended in October last year.
Kevin told Holy Family Connection:

to a programme about saints usually opts for

it’ll be something people will be tuning in to

“The Living Rosary and the parish-wide

Praise and Worship songs and sometimes rifles

religiously.”

faith formation came out of the Parish

through her personal playlists to find the right

“Download the app if you haven’t,”

Mission where people were asking for more

music – “to see what would work and inspire”.

she adds, “There are prayers, programmes,

prayer activities and more faith formation.

interviews and songs. Have a listen, let us

We’re bringing the whole parish in, which is

gig and she says, “I love it all to be honest,

know your feedback and share it with your

consistent with our Parish Vision of building

from researching to recording and putting it

friends and family.” HFC

a community of faith. We hope to attract more

Ask her what she loves most about this

and more people to come together as

altogether.” As for the things she likes least,

a community.” HFC

she says, “It is trying to work with my sixyear-old Mac which has since slowed down

You can download the free app for Catholic

drastically, and typing in admin details for each

Singapore Radio on both Google Play and the

Contact the parish office on 6344 0046 or

song.”

App Store. If you’d like to volunteer, write to

e-mail secretariat@holyfamily.org.sg for more

link@catholic.org.sg

information.

Her involvement at the radio venture has
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‘I Am Just God’s Instrument’

The congregation praying the rosary during the blessing of the new grotto on July 16 after the 6.15pm Mass.

Beauty From Ashes: A Better
Place For Our Mother
Some 200 parishioners joined the priests of

he had climbed over the barrier at the pond

Holy Family on July 16 at the foot of the new

under the stairs to place his candle at Mary’s

grotto to Our Blessed Mother for its official

feet as he “wanted to go one step further”

installation and blessing.

to show his sincerity. “I felt it was more

After Fr Stanislaus Pang blessed the
grotto, the group, led by Legion of Mary

meaningful,” he says.
He had already left the area when the

juniors Chloe Monteiro and Isabel Lauren

statue caught fire and a commotion broke out.

Devrajan, prayed the rosary, some falling to

“When I realised, my heart sank,” he says.

their knees on the warm asphalt. Their voices

“I didn’t run away, but it took me a while

lifted over the hum of the evening traffic, and

to return and confess to Father what had

many a curious passer-by paused to peer in.

happened.”

It is hard to believe that this is the same

He offered to replace the statue but Fr

statue that was accidentally set alight on Feb 3

Eugene Vaz assured him that it was all right.

when a visitor placed a candle near it. Quick-

That was a relief as Joshua had come to pray

thinking parishioners managed to extinguish

for help with his finances among other things.

the blaze, but the statue was badly charred.
Looking back, some parishioners see the

The statue of Our Lady was lovingly
restored by church maintenance officer

hand of God in moving Mary from under the

Christopher Tan, who also constructed the

main church staircase to this more prominent

grotto with the help of a friend. (See box.)
The result is quite spectacular, but Fr Vaz

location.
“She’s meant to be here,” says long-time
parishioner Gwen Andres, of the spot between

says it will be even better in time to come.

The restoration of Our Lady’s statue and the
construction of her grotto is best described as a labour
of love.
It took church maintenance officer Christopher Tan
one month to clean, repair and repaint the fire-damaged
statue. “People who saw it said it was irreparable,” he
says. The rosary that had been placed around Mary’s
hands disintegrated at a touch and parts of Mary’s robes
had melted.
Undaunted, he took the fibreglass statue home.
Working at night, he painstakingly scraped off the
blackened paint, filled the holes and cracks, then
carefully repainted and applied lacquer.
A welder by trade, the 58-year-old who now works
at Holy Family full-time, started repairing religious
figurines 10 years ago. He had been volunteering at the
Catholic Spirituality Centre (CSC) and was asked to help
repair some aging statues.
“It was very stressful at first,” he recalls with a
laugh, adding that he didn’t dare touch the faces for
fear of ruining them. After repainting two statues of Our
Lady, he was more confident, but still sought the help of
his son, a fine arts student, to paint the eyes.
“But I painted these eyes myself,” says Christopher,
of the statue that stands in the new grotto. It was his
first time attempting to paint eyes.
Building the grotto was also a first for Christopher.
Yet, when he started work in March, he made no
drawings and no plans. “I don’t know how to describe
it,” he says. “It just came to my mind.” He believes he
was inspired by the Holy Spirit.
He roped in another Divine Mercy parishioner also called Christopher and also 58 - to help with the
construction. Working for three hours every day for four
months, the pair built the grotto out of cement, steel
and mesh. “Cement won’t burn,” Christopher explains.
The going, however, was not all smooth. They were
cut numerous times on the sharp metal mesh that
formed the foundational shape of the grotto and, once,
a sudden downpour washed away an entire afternoon’s
work with cement.
But their greatest challenge was making the interior
roof, or what is called the overhead, says Christopher.
The cement just would not not stay. “Just when we
thought we were finished, it would all fall down again,”
he says, recalling the frustration of repeatedly patching
the same spot.
Prayer helped him get through these difficult
moments, says Christopher, who prays Psalm 25 every
morning when he wakes up. Before starting work, he
prays again, dedicating all that he does to the glory of
God.
He stands quietly among the parishioners at the
blessing of the grotto, seeking no acknowledgement for
his work. He is bashful and refuses to be photographed
for this article.
“God has answered the prayers of the parishioners
and I am just His instrument,” he says. HFC

“It’s beautiful, isn’t it? But it’s not

the church entrances facing East Coast Road.

complete yet,” he says. “We will eventually

“It’s our chance of evangelising, for people to

let creepers grow so the whole grotto will be

sit here and get to know her and eventually get

nice and green with flowers.”
Parishioner Merle de Souza, who was

to know the faith.
“If you look back and wonder why the

at the grotto blessing, is looking forward to

statue got burnt… maybe she wanted to be

praying there more often. “I am so happy that

placed here to bring more people to her.”

she is just in front of the church, so we can go

And perhaps there is none more glad than

to Mass and come straight down and venerate

the visitor whose well-intentioned act went

Our Lady,” she says. “It is lovely to have her

woefully awry earlier this year. Asking to be

here… It feels like she is guarding the Church

identified only as Joshua, the 47-year-old said

and protecting us.” HFC

“I am so happy that she is just in front of the church, so we can go to
Mass and come straight down and venerate Our Lady,” she says.
“It is lovely to have her here… It feels like she is
guarding the Church and protecting us.”

The burnt fibreglass statue
after Christopher had cleaned
the top half.

The statue after restoration.

PARISHIONER MERLE DE SOUZA
SEPTEMBER 2019  www.holyfamily.org.sg
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Helping Strangers, Finding Friends
In the lead up to the Extraordinary Mission Month in October, 21 parishioners, including five youth, ventured
into the hills of Sabah. Their journey brought unexpected joys and newfound friends.

C LO C K W I S E F R O M A B O V E

•

•

•

The missioners from
Singapore praying
the rosary at Renau
Retreat House.

From left: Audrey Wee
and Christina Goh
(obscured), Linda Tan,
James Lim and Joyce
Lo preparing breakfast
for the children at the
Toboh Home.
Linda Tan with children
from the Toboh Home.

They had only the vaguest idea of what to

Sabahans were welcoming of

expect - poor children in a poor environment.

their Singapore visitors and

Isabel Lauren Devrajan, 14, joined the

touched their hearts. “These

senior members of Holy Family’s Legion of

children have given me so

Mary group on a mission trip to Sabah in June

much to remember and I have

with some trepidation. She was afraid she

learnt so much more from

would not connect with the children in the

them than they have from me,” says Isabel,

someone wondered about reaching out to

home, aged between four and 17.

who engaged the children through art and

a neighbouring community. Fr Damian

When the
group, which
also included
parishioners
from other
ministries,
finally arrived
at the Toboh
Children’s Home

“These children have given me so
much to remember and I have learnt
so much more from them than
they have from me.”
YOUTH MISSIONER ISABEL LAUREN DEVRAJAN,
ON THE CHILDREN AT THE TOBOH HOME.

But Isabel was pleasantly surprised. The

song and dance.

a seminarian. One idea led to another and the

Sr Germaine
Angkangon of the

excitement was catching.
By the end of the night, eight of the 10

Franciscan Sisters

at the table were game to embark on Mission

of the Immaculate

Sabah. Four months later, the trip became

Conception runs the

a reality.

home for about 60
needy children and

the third year the group was visiting.
Their first trip was in 2017. It was

quickly started to well up inside of me,” she
says. “There were so many children…”

mentioned Sabah where he had spent time as

orphans. This was

in Tambunan,
the teenager was overwhelmed. “Anxiety

craft, games and

The missions have been a success, but
there were also obstacles.
For instance, the first trip involved
elderly members who could not use the squat
toilets in the village residence due to knee

born out of a chit-chat over dinner with Fr

replacement issues. Unwilling to be deterred

Damian de Wind in April that year when

by mere toilet problems, one of the members

A Chance To See Jesus
FROM LEFT

•

Ronnie Khoo
(extreme left) with
other missioners at
the Christmas party
for the children at the
Missionaries of Charity
Home in Phnom Penh.
Photo courtesy of
Ronnie Khoo

We see them in the media — poverty-stricken
people living in desperate conditions.
Yet, it is only by standing among them, inside
rickety zinc homes, on dirt floors that shift
with the wind, and with the stink of makeshift
toilets and smoking stoves assaulting you,
that it really hits home. The children run
about naked. Clothing is a luxury. Puddles of
stagnant water dot the uneven village roads.
In schools, children pack themselves around
desks cobbled together from pieces of scrap
wood.
“I was overwhelmed when I went the first time
to give them food,” says Ronnie Khoo, 63, of
his first visit to Cambodia six years ago. He
handed a small boy a burger but the child did
not eat it immediately. When asked, the boy
revealed that he wanted to take it home so he
could share it with his brother.
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sponsored the construction of a new toilet.
The trip also had its administrative and
logistics challenges - especially with juniors

Mission Work Is Every
Catholic’s Duty
 FR STANISLAUS PANG

in the group. There were nine on the 2018 trip
Fr Stan celebrating
Mass in the chapel
at the Toboh Home.

and five this year - all below 19 years old. This
meant the older missionaries had the additional
responsibility of looking out for them. Two of the
teens also had to pull out at the last minute due to
National Service and exams.
“The three consecutive trips to Sabah set me
thinking about why some of us kept returning,”

activity is to be undertaken

says group leader Linda Tan. “The planning for

by every baptised person,

each trip took about six months and firming up

not just the hierarchy or

the itinerary are tedious and at times frustrating.”

specialised missionaries.

Her answer? Relationships! The relationships

The Church itself as a

- within the group and with their Sabah friends -

Sacrament is offering

are what made the trips so addictive.

God’s salvation to the

“I asked myself what makes the Sabahan

world through the

children with the little they have happy,” she

personal witnessing of its

says. “I think it was the good relationships

members individually and

and moral teachings that Sr Germaine instilled

collectively.

in them, to live and help each other in the

Faithful to the Great Commission found in

community and make sure no one is left behind.”

Mt 28:19-20; (Go, make disciples of all the

elucidate the difference between

nations; baptize them in the name of the Father

Evangelisation and Development.

contact, were powerful examples of this. They

and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit and teach

Evangelisation is strictly a religious activity

drove two hours each way to and from the airport

them to observe all the commands I gave you. I

aimed at preaching the Kingdom of God

just to make sure one teen was not left behind.

am with you always to the end of time;) given by

and the Gospel as a revelation and a plan

The sixteen year-old could arrive only one day

our Lord Jesus Christ to the apostles, the Church

of salvation in Christ. Development is the

after the group because of his O-level Chinese

has been implanted in every

exam.

country and still continues

Linda and George Yapp, the group’s Sabah

Ryan Wee was set on returning to Sabah to
see the friends he had made the year before. “I
didn’t expect to make a connection with them,

to engage in missionary
activities.
In the last 100 years,

but they’re actually very much like us,” he

it has been realised that

says, adding that he continued to keep in touch

the Mission of the Church

with some of the children after he returned to

has its origin in the Holy

Singapore.

Trinity, coming from the

Post-Vatican II teachings further

human, civil and temporal

“... One of its fruits is that
the Church is missionary by
nature. Missionary activity
is to be undertaken by every
baptised person, not just
the hierarchy or specialised
missionaries.”

promotion of those in
mission territories to
higher levels of selfconsciousness and human
dignity, fostering growth
of economic, cultural,
social, emotional and
spiritual well-being.

The Singapore group - led by Fr Damian in

Father to the Son and the

2017 and 2018, and by Fr Stanislaus Pang this year

Son to the Church blessed

- never thought they would get along so well with

by the grace and charity of the Holy Spirit.

taking an interest in this promotion (cfr. Pope

their Sabah friends and so were not expecting the

Parallel to this thought is that Mission is to be

Paul VI Mission Sunday Message 1970).

dramatic and teary farewells at

decoupled from colonisation.

the end.

excuse themselves from

This is the basis of our mission trips to
the Diocese of Keningau in Sabah in particular

Thus in 1919, Pope Benedict XV issued the

“It was heartbreaking for both sides to bid

Missionaries cannot

encyclical Maximum Illud which emphasised

to the Children’s Home at Toboh and

goodbye,” recalls Linda of last year’s trip. “The

the importance of developing the local clergy

Nabawan. This Diocese was erected in 1993

Toboh kids ran after our two vans with their

wherever the Church is implanted and the

and its first Bishop, Rt Rev Cornelius Piong,

endless goodbyes when our vehicles drove off.”

usefulness of proficiency in the local languages.

is still in office. He was trained in Singapore

The foreign missionaries are to forget the

and Penang for his priesthood and is the first

endless and I realised that these children really

interests and projects of their own homeland lest

native of Sabah to be consecrated a Bishop.

just sought to be loved and remembered.”

these propose a false image of the Gospel values.

Adds Isabel: “The hugs and goodbyes were

And remembered they will be. There are

When the Second Vatican Council was held

Thus while the Church has been
implanted with the local clergy and use

already plans for the group to return with

from 1962 to 1965, one of its fruits is that the

of local language is prevalent, human

Fr Stan in June 2020. HFC

Church is missionary by nature. Missionary

development is a pastoral priority. HFC

“They are so poor… You see pictures all the time
but now that you are there, you see it firsthand,”
says Ronnie, who has been going on at least one
mission trip every year since.
His first trips were made with his wife Christina
and Holy Family parishioners Cecilia Goh and
James Lim. They went with ACTS which runs a
multi-parish programme organising year-round
missions to Cambodia, Myanmar, the
Philippines and Vietnam.
The programme emphasises spiritual preparation
and missioners are required to attend a
formation programme - usually once a week for
four weeks - before they set off. This ensures that
the mission is more than just the physical act of
charity work.
During the trip itself, the missioners attend Mass
and sessions for spiritual reflection daily.

“So it is not just going and doing charity work, then
coming back to your own comfort zone,” explains
Ronnie. “You go and you see Jesus there.”
The Cambodia mission was a large one, comprising
some 250 missioners from Singapore. They were
split into smaller groups upon arrival.

this and to try and see the spiritual side of it.”
This year, Ronnie also joined Holy Family’s Legion
of Mary group on their mission trip to Sabah. He
will be heading to Cavite in the Philippines with a
smaller group from ACTS in November.

Ronnie and his friends were assigned to help
Mother Teresa’s Missionaries of Charity at a shelter
for abandoned children and sick adults. The sisters
also look after about 1,000 families in the village.

Ronnie has been part of eight mission trips over
the years. He struggles to explain the lure of these
difficult trips year after year - trips that he not
only has to pay for but which also require him to
take time off from his full-time engineering job.

Their jobs included packing and distributing food,
painting and cleaning the premises and organising a
Christmas party for the children, many of whom had
been left by their mothers when they were born.

“It’s very hard to explain it, but when you
experience the spiritual touch by the Lord, then
you will understand and only you will know,” he
says. “Mission work is like therapy to me.” HFC

“It was really tough work,” says Ronnie, of the
cleaning and painting. “So we have to go with an
open mind, don’t question so much why am I doing

To find out more about ACTS, go to
www.acts-singapore.com

SEPTEMBER 2019  www.holyfamily.org.sg
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A Leap Of Faith
While working in Myanmar, the
Mercy Mission Group met Father
Benjamin Mya Eihsu, a 70-year-old
priest. He shares his story.
After Mass in the parish of Thayetchaung
village in Myaungmya on Aug 19, 1991, an
elderly woman came up to Fr Ben with a
child in tow. The girl’s mother had had a
mental breakdown after her husband died
and there was no one to care for her. “Now
she is your daughter,” the grandmother told
L E F T, B E LO W Villagers receiving

goodies on Mercy Mission’s first
visit to Siem Reap, Cambodia.
The team distributed supplies to
230 families in two villages.

A B O V E ( F R O M L E F T ) Fr Ben,

Bernard Low, Fr Ben’s secretary
Nant Christine and Mercy
Mission member Elizabeth Siow
in Myaungmya.

Fr Ben. “I was reluctant to take her,”
he recalls. The request had taken him
by surprise - he hadn’t a clue about
how to raise a young girl. But as he
contemplated that night, the words of

Jesus came to him: “Let the children come to me.”
So Fr Ben took the girl in. That was the beginning of what would
grow into four hostels and a school.

The Mercy Mission Group, started by Holy

Just months after he took in the first child, a widow showed up

Family parishioner Bernard Low, a retired
teacher in his 70s, now comprises about 100

at the church with six children. She offered Fr Ben a pair of buffalo

volunteers who have carried out 20 missions

and six acres of rice fields. “Take them all and take care of us,” she

to places like the Philippines, Cambodia,

pleaded. “A priest can do anything!”
“I simply could not say no,” says Fr Ben, who now runs a self-

Laos, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Sri Lanka;
sometimes working with the Society of Saint

sustaining rice farm spanning hundreds of acres. “An appeal, a

Vincent de Paul and other church groups.

challenge, and a grace… that was the pattern in both,” he says.
In 1999, with 16 children and three volunteers, Fr Ben started

One of the group’s main jobs is to raise
money for the many items the villages and

the Nazareth Bush School “to teach and to lead, taking the place of

orphanages need- uniforms, kitchen utensils,

weak, absent or dead parents”. They built it with whatever they could

farming equipment, sewing machines,

find – wood, bamboo and other forest material.
“It was a leap of faith, which became a journey of faith with God

blankets, backpacks, mosquito nets and

journeying with us and providing for us.”

solar lamps.

Today, 70 children attend the school and more than 120 come

To help the communities to be selfsufficient, the Mercy Mission Group recently

under Fr Ben’s care. “God gave me a mission to be a father to those

bought chickens, ducks and cows for the

who have no father,” he says. He calls his community a “family of

community in Myanmar, and piglets in Ilo Ilo

love”. For Holy Family’s Bernard Low, Fr Ben is an inspiration. He

in the Philippines. In Cebu, they helped set

provides a lifeline for these children, says Bernard who hopes more

up rice stalls so that villagers have “a chance

people will support him. HFC

to earn money”, says Bernard. Cottage
industries have also been introduced in some
of the communities.
Bernard’s mission work began in earnest
in June 2010 while he was on a mission trip in

Reaching Out Closer To Home

Thailand. There, he met Father Ray Brennan,
a Redemptorist priest from the Father Ray
Foundation, whose extensive missionary
work opened Bernard’s eyes.
“What Mother Teresa did for Calcutta,
he has done for Thailand,” he exclaims.
Inspired and motivated to do more, he
intensified his efforts to help the poor in our
neighbouring countries. “We do what we can,
when we can, and while we still can,” he says.
“What we can” includes anything from
singing and teaching basic English, to
planting vegetables and sculpting balloons.

FROM LEFT

•

“Every mission to Myanmar, we have
people with different talents,” he says. “We
use these talents to the fullest.”
Mission trips have enriched Bernard’s
life tremendously. “Every time I leave a
place, I feel enlightened… The smiles on their
faces are enough,” he says of the people he
helps.
In the course of his mission work,
Bernard has learnt to trust deeply in the Lord
and let Him lead. His co-workers Raymond
Tan and Peter Goh have encouraged him not
be constrained by the project budget but to go
above and beyond whenever necessary.
This has, on occasion, led to a shortage
or lack of funds but everyone “chips in”
eventually. “Life goes on,” says Bernard
confidently, knowing that God directs. HFC
You can contact either Bernard Low on
82644677 or Evelyn Lim on 84981769
if you wish to join them.
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 BAPTISED AND SENT

•

SSVP member Jack
Tan handing out a
prize to a winner of
a game organised
for residents of the
Lions Home during
a visit this year.
Members of Joo
Chiat NCC Caroline
Foo, Mary Kan and
Margaret Cross
organising outdoor
games for the
residents of Serene
Nursing Home.

SOCIETY OF ST VINCENT
DE PAUL (SSVP)
Members of the SSVP from Holy Family Church
serve the poor typically within the Marine
Parade district. A large proportion of their
work consists of visiting adopted friends-inneed and providing them with both financial
and emotional support. They also celebrate
festive occasions and birthdays with them.
The Vincentians make home visits
throughout the year, either sponsoring
food and gifts or cooking for residents of
the homes. Through their links with various
social service agencies, they facilitate needs
matching against the donations they receive.
For example, they facilitated the donation
of 100kg of rice to a home and another 50kg
of rice to a Family Service Centre. They also
raise awareness of social assistance available
in areas such as job matching, medical
subsidies and education.

JOO CHIAT NCC
A group of about eight to 10 parishioners from
the NCC visits the Serene Nursing Home for
the elderly in Joo Chiat Lane every Thursday
morning.
Each time they go, they involve 15 to 20
residents in light exercises and chit-chat.
They seek to bring joy and hope and share
Christ’s love through their actions.
None of the residents are mobile. “We
do upper and mid-body exercises such as
stretching,” explains group member Betsy
Cheong. “We also engage seniors at a
personal level as most of them are lonely.”
Started in 2015 as part of the NCC’s
community outreach activities, the
programme encourages members to
carry out acts of mercy and service to the
neighbourhood’s less fortunate.
Some members of Club Agape, the parish
senior’s club, have since joined the group
as volunteers too. HFC

YOUTH

The Trials Of Being A Young Catholic
They gather at the main stairs, around the stone tables, and sit in the back
pews at Mass. There are 292 teens enrolled in Secondary-level Catechism
classes at Holy Family. Connection chats with six teens to find out what
being Catholic is like for the young.
Gordon Tan (G) from St Joseph’s Institution

BJ: It’s exactly like the adults. Just politics at a

Polytechnic are 17 and members of YOUhf.

GL: A lot of them are recalling what happened

and Gwendolyn Lim (GL) from Temasek

Ryan Wee (RW) and Russell de Silva (R) are 16;
Dylan de Silva (D) is 14. All attend St Patrick’s
School, are altar servers and belong to the
Legion of Mary. Bernadette Rose (B), 15,

from Katong Convent, does not belong to
a ministry. Brother Justin (BJ) moderated

youth level.

in the past, so they are focused on whatever

bad things happened, not realising how much
has changed.
What do you think is the solution to this?
R: We need more parishwide activities. Now,
the ministries organise their own events.

the session.

And you think people will come?

Do you look forward to coming to church?

RW: You are always going to see the same

All: Yes!

faces who always come for Mass and

What do you look forward to?

activities. Everyone else who goes for Sunday

D: Friends

Mass then disappears after that, you probably

RW: Friends. Definitely Legion. We have a very

Why don’t the youth go for parishwide

G: I tried. They didn’t want.

BACK ROW (FROM LEFT)

•

Why not?

G: They say it’s boring. They want to do

B: Spending time with God

will never see them other than at Mass.

nice community here.

activities?

Do you find being Catholic makes you

What would you change about our church?

BJ: Since I’ve come to Holy Family, we’ve had

“uncool”?

their phones during Mass. Even when the

Triduum, movie nights, these are all so-called

very open-minded and don’t agree with what

priest is consecrating the Body and Blood,

parish events, but I hardly see any youth.

the Catholic Church teaches, so it’s a bit hard to

they are texting.

So why didn’t you guys go?

say you are active in church, to say you believe

Would you ban phones completely?

B: I did!

in the Church’s teachings, because you’re going

B: Usage of phones... A lot of people look at

B: No, because then people would stop

Parish Day of Recollection for Lent, Parish

their own fun things.

R: Sometimes. A lot of people in my school are

BJ: Her parents took her.

to face a lot of negative responses… and you’ll

You don’t go with your friends?

get ridiculed.

G: We need our phones to check the readings.

B: Because they don’t want to.

You’ve experienced it?

B: What we need is a way to engage the

B: It’s okay, but I can see why the youth don’t

If you have one wish for Holy Family, what

go… it’s too holy!

would it be?

classmates to come for this dialogue and they

RW: You can’t expect youth to sit through

B: Togetherness

That made me go, “Wow, people prioritise

not going to go.

other things more than church and God.”

B: It reminds you of school. We already spend

G: More openness

coming.

I use it at weekday Mass.

youth... I tried to get some of my Catechism
were like, “No, I’ve got better things to do.”

And it surprises you?

Did you find it interesting?

talks. So like DoR where it’s all talking, we’re

seven hours in school just listening.

B: Yeah, because at my previous parish we

So what do the youth want?

What was different?

So you’ll go for night cycling then?

What do you think of the adults here?
D: After Catechism class, a lot of them get lost.
You think they are lost?

B: The overall behaviour, the way Catechism

B: I couldn’t go. I had CCA.

guess.

exams… if you fail, you are retained.

G: These events must be planned for the

problem — parents who don’t encourage their

go for Sunday Mass. It’s a bit like the youth, I

RW: It clashed with Mass.

RW: It’s the same thing with one additional

holidays because we have a lot of school-

kids to go for Mass for some weird reason…

You mean Catechism exam?

related things. For the cycling, school ended

B: Something like that… and if you are late

at 4.30pm, I rushed home, changed and went

GL: They have tuition

for class, they will lock the door so you can’t

cycling at 6 plus.

attend it. And if you don’t fulfill a certain

Do you feel too busy for God?

of doing it and the parents make it even worse

percentage of attendance, you’ll have to

GL: If you talk about O-level students, studies

by making it feel like a chore by being strict.

RW: For most people, yes.

say you have to go to Mass every week but they

Everyone: WHAT?!

retake.
And that makes you all closer?
B: No, it makes us go to Catechism class.

vs church, they would go for their studies.

RW: It’s either they don’t let their kids go for

Mass and they want to, or they don’t feel the joy

B: Some parents are also quite hypocritical. They

In order of importance in your life, rank

themselves miss Mass sometimes. Or they say

After that, you realise Catechism has a larger

success, God, and love.

don’t use your phone during Mass, but they are

purpose... In St Anthony’s, it’s also a must for

RW: God, love success… because I think God

busy texting.

What do you think of the youth at Holy

love because God is love.

adults and the youth.

Family?

B: Love, God and school.

Because you guys are noisy?

then God!

two youth making noise and suddenly the whole

youth to be in a ministry from Sec 1.

B: Disconnected.

R: There needs to be greater collaboration in

ministries because you have the YOUhf, then

comes first and then right below that comes

RW: There’s a small tension between some

D: Relationships and friends, then school…

GL: That’s a stereotype. You hear about one or

R: Same as Ryan.

youth are noisy.

G: At different points in life, I will prioritise

don’t want them to judge, to stereotype you,

GL: I can’t rank!

BJ: I find it interesting that we talk about adults:

different things. When it’s school time, I’ll

but actually you are doing the same thing with

is disconnected?

prioritise school. When it’s Sunday, God

them… It’s interesting because when you were

D: Maybe there could be a day when all

comes first.

asked what was your dream for the church, you
wanted what?

Legion will mix with the Servers as if they are

BJ: So when you look across say the whole of
last year…

G: 100% school… I didn’t have O levels, but I

BJ: Is it possible to imagine a life that is not

Servers, then Legion...
RW: And those who aren’t in any ministry.

But the adults are like that too. So everyone

the ministries bond. At Queen of Peace, the
one community.
You think our ministries are not friends?

still had to study a lot.

B: Togetherness!

lived for yourselves? That’s important because

RW: We are in Servers and in Legion, but it’s

Do you find it hard to be Catholic?

we can try to make activities fun,but what is
needed is we individually must want to live a

GL: It’s also like Servers and YOUhf right?

B: Yeah...If I tell my friends I’m going to

church, they are like, “Oh, lame lah you.” I

life like Jesus. So the time you became convinced

They also don’t like YOUhf.

feel hurt when they say that.

God is real is important, but the conversion,

RW: Then there are people in YOUhf who

G: I agree with her.

the wanting to be like Jesus is also very

two separate things.

don’t like Legion.

Why don’t you ask them to come with you?

Ryan Wee, Dylan de
Silva, Brother Justin
and Russell de Silva.

R: To be more bonded.

D: Not a lot of them are in ministries, a lot just

class was conducted… In St Anthony’s, we had

FRONT ROW (FROM LEFT)

•

R: Yes

D: Fellowship

were quite close.

Gordon Tan, Gwendolyn
Lim and Bernadette
Rose.

important. HFC
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MILESTONE WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

49 Couples Renew Vows
Holy Family marks 20 years of celebrating wedding milestones
In 2000, Holy Family celebrated the first

words carry more meaning now because of all

milestone wedding anniversary Mass. At that

the experiences we’ve had… It’s no longer just

time, couples marked their 10th, 15th, 20th,

fuzzy feelings. Now, you really have to mean

25th anniversaries and so on.

it.” Brian, on the other hand, found it less

Twenty years later, the milestones

On Aug 31, 49 couples renewed their vows and celebrated milestones in their marriages.

“For Mary and Jesus to be there on your wedding
day meant their commitment to be with you in your
marriage which is a lifetime.”
FR EUGENE VAZ, IN HIS HOMILY.

them. “It was a time for reflection,” says the

Gwen Andres. “We found there was a need

35-year-old. “You think about the struggles

to get couples who were celebrating their

you’ve had and how fast time has passed.”

fifth anniversary involved,” she says. “The

In his homily, Fr Vaz reminded the

first five years are crucial.” Today, couples

couples that just as Christ and His Mother

marking the first year of marriage are also

were at the wedding at Cana, so too were

invited.

they at each of their weddings. “The mother

On Aug 31, 49 couples came together for

these years,” he says. “For Mary and Jesus

and Alphonsus Dominic. They ranged from

to be there on your wedding day meant their

those marking their first anniversary to their

commitment to be with you in your marriage

65th. During the Mass,they joined hands,

which is a lifetime.” Mary is constantly on the

looked their partners in the eye and renewed

look out for those moments when we “run

their wedding vows.

out of wine”, urging her Son to help and He
has been turning our “dirty water” into the

Bernadette Yuen, 33, of saying her vows to

“choicest wine”, says Fr Vaz. We only have to

Brian Lee, her husband of five years. “The

listen to Him. HFC

arguments and of attending the various

gripped my heart. That night, I got down on

services that didn’t feel right.

my knees and prayed.

One day, I was ready to throw in the

God told me that the decision to keep

towel. I told God: “God, this is the man You

Kiara was not mine but His. Slowly, the Lord

chose for me. You are part of this marriage

prepared my heart and mind. He spoke to me

too. My job is to be the best wife and I

through the Church teachings especially on

understand this as supporting him in his

the sacrament of marriage and the meaning

journey to You. So, I am going to follow him

of human life. All I needed to do was to trust

to whichever church You call our family to.”

Him and have faith in Him.

With a heavy heart, I resigned myself to
the thought that my family may not be a
Catholic one.
What miraculously happened after, was
that my husband, being a pilot, was scheduled
to work almost every Sunday. This meant that

Kiara is now five years old - healthy,
happy, bright and beautiful. She has
undergone multiple surgeries which have
brought our family and friends closer
together.
Our children Kavaan, Keenan, Kiara, Koen

attending a Protestant service was difficult -

and little baby No.5, are truly God’s gifts

he would have time only to attend Mass with

and blessings to our marriage. Our days are

me. What was even more amazing was that at

filled with joy, laughter, frustrations, and

Thunder, Lightning
And Rainbows

every Mass he attended, God seemed to speak

sometimes heartaches, but they are always a

to him, answering his doubts about the faith

blessing.

join the Rite of Christian Initiation for Adults

rainbows. We stand here only because God

This is an edited excerpt of
Sanjeev and Clarissa Upadhiah’s
sharing at the Milestone Wedding
Anniversary Mass.

(RCIA). I was stunned.

loves us so much and continues to hold our

CLARISSA
My husband Sanjeev and I have been
married for 10 years. We have four beautiful
children with one more on the way. I am so
excited today because it is not only our 10year wedding anniversary but also the first
time I am marrying a Catholic man!
I have known my husband for almost 17
years. He was Hindu when we first met and
Protestant when we married. All this while,
God’s love and mercy has been a part of our
marriage.
We were very different when we
met. At first, our differences kept things
interesting, but over time, some of them
became hurdles, especially religion.
My husband was quite adamant that
the Catholic Church was not for him. I
accompanied him to all the Protestant
churches, while attending Mass on my
own. After a while, I became weary of our
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of Jesus has been watching over you all

a special Mass celebrated by Frs Eugene Vaz

“It was more challenging this time,” says

Sanjeev and Clarissa
Upadhiah with (from left)
Kiara, Koen, Kavaan and
Keenan. Photo courtesy
of Sanjeev And Clarissa

stressful with the fuss of the wedding behind

have changed, says event coordinator

 MILESTONE WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

through the readings and the homily.
One evening, he asked me if he should

SANJEEV
It began in 2014 when a colleague invited me
to join the RCIA out of the blue. I thought it
was a joke. I was apprehensive and skeptical,
so I decided to ask my wife. Her response was:
“Don’t ask me, ask God. But whatever you
decide, I will be behind you!”
So, I joined the RCIA. A few months into
the programme, we found out that we were
expecting our No.3, baby girl Kiara. The joy
was however short-lived when we learnt after
a scan that Kiara had hypoplastic left heart
syndrome (HLHS), a rare congenital heart
defect in which the left side of the heart is
underdeveloped.
The condition has no cure and requires
multiple open-heart surgeries from birth
with a limited lifespan. We were shattered,
lost and heartbroken. Specialists advised us to
abort. I didn’t know what to do.
Once, I woke up at night sweating and
cold, a sharp pain in my own heart as though
I was undergoing surgery myself. It was
excruciating. How could I let my baby girl go
through such pain? Confusion, tears and fear

As the saying goes, marriages are made
in heaven, but so are thunder, lightning and

hands every day in this adventurous journey
of marriage.
Kiara has to undergo one more major
heart operation this year and I hope all of
you can pray for her and for our family, for
strength and complete healing. HFC

“We stand here only because God
loves us so much and continues to
hold our hands every day in this
adventurous journey of marriage.”
SANJEEV AND CLARISSA

MILESTONE WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

C LO C K W I S E F R O M L E F T

•
•

•

•
•

station by a mutual friend. He took her to see

for me, a living testimony of God’s love, fully

Little Women at Cathay Theatre the same day

alive in their marriage up till today. When

and the pair hit it off.

I was younger, I used to think they had a

The next two weeks were spent dancing

I now realise that it was a lot of hard work and

Resthouse”. One night, he took her motorbike

perseverance, lots of struggles and sacrifices

racing from Katong to Bedok, an activity

too and, at the centre of this love, there

Edward cheekily claims was “quite safe” as

was their deep reliance on God and a strong

there were “hardly any cars on the road in

devotion to the rosary.

those days”. He also accompanied Margaret

65 Years And Counting
Edward and Margaret Prior share the
secret of a lasting marriage

granted, but having been married myself for

later be married.

18 years, my parents have definitely taught

Her return to KL was followed by a flurry
a reply and she would wait on her side,” says
Edward.
After a year, he travelled to KL to visit her
family. He wanted to marry her. She told him

Edward and Margaret Prior may have been

to wait. So every year for five years, Edward,

married for 65 years, but he still serenades

an aviation crew supervisor at Shell, would

her on special days (“Margie, I’m always

use his two-week leave to take the train to KL

thinking of you Margie, I’ll tell the world I

to see Margaret. With the Emergency in effect,

love you...”), she still makes him a special cup

that simple act was fraught with danger.

of tea each evening, and they still fall asleep

Trains were often derailed. Edward recalls,

face to face.

on one of his trips, how bullets ricocheted

Looking back on their years together, the
Priors list companionship and their children
as the best things about being married, and
patience and understanding among their
biggest lessons.
There was another special glue that
helped keep their marriage strong.
“Prayers are what kept us united

love for us.” HFC
F R O M TO P

•
•

•

The Prior family
Edward and Margaret
with Fr Vaz at the
luncheon after
the Milestone
Wedding Mass
Margaret with her
great-granddaughter

“I felt like a million dollars,” says
as he stepped out of the Cathedral of The
Good Shepherd “giving such a wide smile,
eyes all closed”. Margaret agrees. “I had
couple settled into married life with few
expectations. “We took things as they came,”

something just between the two of us which

says Margaret.
And came they did. Over 17 years, they
would have six children - four girls and two
boys, and every one a joy. “Always accept

were mostly spent apart. One might say

every child who comes to you. Whatever

Edward had to dodge bullets just to date

God gives you, take,” advises Margaret, who

Margaret. They met at the height of the

stopped working as a stenographer after their

Emergency in December 1949 when the

fourth child. They now have 10 grandchildren

British were fighting the Communists in the

and one great grandchild.
Their great love for each other and

dashing, and she, at 20, a striking young

steadfast devotion to God has been a light

woman travelling to Singapore from Kuala

that has kept the family strong throughout

Lumpur for the first time.

the years.

She was introduced to Edward at the train

me that a marriage must be built upon God’s

Edward, recalling a photo that was taken

up and after the children grew up, it was

jungles of Malaya. He was 23 years old and

Edward and Margaret
on their wedding day
in 1954. Photo courtesy
of Edward Prior

It was all worth it. On Aug 9, 1954,

the best dress on,” she exclaims. The young

Their early days of courtship, however,

Gerard and Wendy Lim
(30 years)

Edward and Margaret were married.

family rosary when the children were growing

what kept us together.”

Michael and Mary Ong
(40 years)

through the carriage as people were shot at.

throughout,” says Edward, 93. “It used to be a

continues till today. You might say that that’s

Leslie and Connie
Chelliah (15 years),
with children (from
left) Kieran, Quinlan
and Ethan

“As a child, I took their faith in God for

to Mass at the Cathedral where they would

of letters. “Every two weeks, I would wait for

Cathy and Andy
Quek (10 years), with
daughters (from left)
Sophie and Clare

LEFT

•

magical formula that kept them together. But

- “almost every night at the Katong

Jim and Carmen Klass
(60 years of marriage)

Says Delyse of her parents: “They are,

WISE WORDS
ON COURTSHIP

In the light of their relatively long
courtship both now agree that it is
“always important to be sure and
not to hurry”. “It’s a good thing to
get to know one another properly
until there is no doubt in your
mind that this is the right thing,”
says Edward.

ON MARRIAGE

“Prayers always help to keep you
together,” says Edward. “To always
respect one another’s views,
prayers are very important.”
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SACRED SILENCE

“Without silence, God disappears in the noise.
And this noise becomes all the more obsessive
because God is absent. Unless the world
rediscovers silence, it is lost. The earth
then rushes into nothingness.”
CARDINAL ROBERT SARAH

Entering Into Silence
The hush that envelopes sacred spaces is more than a mere absence of noise
- it is God softly beckoning us, a whispered invitation to know Him better.
 BR JUSTIN YIP

Before entering the seminary, I was asked

that it is in silence that we come face to face

know that you are not alone. Recalling my

to go for an eight-day silent retreat by the

with God.

experiences at that first eight-day retreat,

seminary fathers. I had never done a silent

When we enter into silence, we enter

I have since realised that the reason it was

retreat before, so I went not knowing what to

into a space where we can be intimate with

such a struggle for me was because the

expect. I was the only one at the retreat centre

the Father who made us and loves us. In fact,

silence brought me to a space that I would

and everything felt a little foreign. By the

the word “intimate” comes from the Latin

rather not be – it forced me to come face to

third day, I was really struggling. The silence

intimare, which means “to impress, to make

face with my loneliness and my insecurities.

had become deafening and I remember

familiar”. It is by entering into silence that

thinking at that time, “This is madness! Why

our souls become imprinted with the love

reflect on the passage of my daily life, I

would anyone do this?”

of God, who is love Himself. It is also in the

would come to see that much of what I say

silence that God no longer is distant to us, but

and do is unnecessary in the grand scheme

excuses to leave the retreat. Prayer was

becomes someone who we become intensely

of things. In reality, the pattern of my daily

so difficult and time slowed to a crawl.

familiar with.

life brings to light a fundamental disease

By the fourth day, I began looking for

Thankfully, a familiar face checked in to the

To be clear, the silence I am referring

In fact, if I were to slow down and

that I have within me – that is, a dis-ease

retreat centre and the sight of someone I

to is not just the absence of noise. Rather,

with being with myself. Thus, I surround

knew helped to ease the tension I was feeling

silence in the Christian context has a

myself with the noise of the world and lie to

inside and settled me somehow. The next few

sacred character, as it points to an interior

myself that I need that noise.

days went by smoothly and I received some

disposition of openness towards God, who

Silence strips away the crutch of noise

important revelations from God
about my entry to the seminary.
In my fourth year of the
seminary, I was again required to
do a silent retreat. This time, it

that our souls have created for

Silence is the crucible through which we can come
into contact with the only person who knows the
meaning and purpose of our lives - God.

was a 30-day retreat. Recalling my

identity and to discover who we
truly are.
Most importantly, silence is

often “speaks” to us in the silence. This is

the crucible through which we can come

some trepidation. If I struggled so much at an

especially important in an age where we are

into contact with the only person who

eight-day retreat, would I be able to complete

constantly bombarded with noise, even if we

knows the meaning and purpose of our lives

a 30-day one?

are not speaking.

– God. Sacred silence is an antidote to the

Our mobile devices are always with us,

restlessness many of us feel as it prepares

and I was able to enter into the silence

keeping us connected to the world, all the

us for true growth through an awareness of

smoothly. In fact, I experienced so much joy

while inundating our senses to the one whom

self and an awareness of God.

in the silence that I left the retreat somewhat

we should be connected to the most – God.

One thing that has struck me deeply

reluctantly. Ever since then, I found myself

Hence, silence is the means through which

in my pastoral attachment to the Church

yearning more and more for silence in my

the individual empties his soul, to create a

of the Holy Family is that before every

day-to-day life.

space for God to fill.

Eucharistic Celebration on the weekends,

SACRED SILENCE IS…
Sacred silence has long been part of the
Christian tradition. The Gospels repeatedly
show Jesus retreating to a quiet place to pray
(Mk 1:35; Lk 5:16).
In the Gospel of Matthew, Jesus himself
instructs the disciples to pray in a private
place (Mt 6:6). The example of Jesus shows us

 SACRED SILENCE

enter into the deep recesses of our

experience from my eight-day retreat, I felt

Thankfully, my fears were unfounded
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ourselves. Silence allows us to

God is not someone who would force his

the congregation will be invited to enter

way into a crowded or occupied space. In His

into a moment of silence. This action has

gentleness, He waits patiently for us to open

deep symbolic meaning.

the door to our soul for Him to enter. Silence

As we enter into silence, we empty

is the means through which we open

ourselves of the noise of the world, so that

that door.

we can welcome Christ into his rightful

SILENCE IS NOT A FEARFUL SPACE…
For those of us who struggle with silence,

place – our souls. May this help all of us to
also be reminded of our need for silence in
our everyday life. HFC

BOOKSHELF

Contemplative Prayer
– The Way To God
This is an edited extract from the book by
Franciscan Father Richard Rohr, Just This

For the Desert Fathers and Mothers who

moment to sit quietly and watch the screen of

emerged in the early centuries after

your mind and heart so that you can recognise

Jesus, prayer was a transformation of the

what is occupying and driving them, just as

consciousness of the one who was doing the

software runs your computer. In time, you

praying; the awakening of an inner dialogue

will get a good sense whether you are flowing

that, from God’s side, had never stopped.

outward with a positive and generous energy

The mastering of contemplative prayer

and when you are sucking inward with a

requires practice, says Fr Rohr. He offers

stingy, complaining energy (the malware). So

12 “practices and prompts” that have

run your “malware scan” over your heart and

“the potential to break us into deeper

mind whenever possible (especially for a few

consciousness, to reset our mind and heart”.

minutes before any session of contemplative

1. BEHOLDING
Whenever the word “behold” is used in the
Bible, it is usually uttered as a command,
an invitation or a call to a different style
of attention.
To behold is to be silent with the utter
gratuity of a thing like a tree, bird or even
an insect – seeing it in its “absolute truth”
and allowing it to have an inherent dignity.
You meet it “subject to subject” instead of
“subject to object”, I and Thou instead of just
I and it. Beholding happens when you allow
yourself to “be held” by the other and as one
instance of the eternal self-emptying of God
into creation.

prayer), not to judge, hate, or condemn, but
just to see the problem and install some new
firewalls and soul-protection devices.

6. SILENCE
Silence has a life of its own. It is a third
element connecting the seer and what is seen,
just like the Holy Spirit. Silence always makes
everything larger, deeper, more patient, and
more compassionate. Such a deep practice of
silence allows you to see things with eye, a
compassionate eye, an integrity that is even
a surprise to you. Once you’ve learned to
trust and experience deep inner silence, then
you can largely trust your own feelings and
intuitions.

9. PRACTISING AWARENESS
To focus your monkey mind, you often need
to pay attention to one thing, almost like a
kindly stare at something until you can feel
your mind and emotions settle down. This
should lead to a kind of subtle, simple joy
in the object and within yourself, and to a
calmness in your body and mind.
10. BOATS FLOATING DOWNSTREAM
Fr Rohr cites Fr Thomas Keating’s imagery of
our thoughts as boats on a river (our stream
of consciousness); they are so closely packed
together, and so identified with us, that
we cannot experience the river that flows
underneath them. When we find ourselves
getting distracted or hooked by a thought
or feeling, we just gently name the boat
(the thought or feeling) and then let go of it
instead of jumping onto it.
Let it float on downstream, almost
naturally, and it will indeed do that if we do
not jump aboard or give it any gas! Gradually,
the mind is quieted, with fewer thoughts or
feelings and more space between the “boats”.

11. VOLUNTARY DISPLACEMENT
Jesus did not tell us to “go to all the nations,”
or care for the poor, or visit the sick,
2. CULTIVATING HEART ATTENTION
7. STANDING GUARD
primarily to help them, to save our souls,
Know from your heart. Place your attention
“Do not worry … ask with thanksgiving … and
or to be his version of the Red Cross. He
within it. Observe, notice, sense the qualities
let this peace … which is much larger than
sent us to “otherness” to get us out of our
of your heart space. You will know you have
understanding, guard your mind and your
own unquestioned assumptions, our own
entered it because it will feel as if you are
heart.” (Philippians 4:6-7). Divine peace is
tribalism, and our self-referential
within a vast space where you
cannot find an ending – a feeling
Run your ‘malware scan’ over your heart and mind worldviews that have only kept
us xenophobic, ethnocentric,
of both intimate infinity and
whenever possible, not to judge, hate or condemn,
nationalistic, and even competitive
infinite intimacy. It is deep, and
but just to see the problem and install some new
with the other world religions.
you will not want to leave. Feel
firewalls and soul-protection devices.
The practice of “voluntary
the inherent, always-present
displacement” is a way of giving up
blessing return, again and again.
control. With some regularity, leave your own
It never really goes away from you; only you
when you are not worried by all the things you
comfort zone; your own neighbourhood; your
go away from it.
could worry about. This peace is “much larger”
own church, synagogue, or mosque; your own
than the mind that needs to understand,
country, social class, and ethnicity.
label and explain everything. If you seek this
3. NOTICING THE FURIES
prayerful state first, it will guard your mind
In Greek mythology, the Furies were female
and heart ahead of time, not with perfect
deities of retribution and vengeance who,
12. CHANGING SIDES
understanding, but with calmness and peace.
in wanting to punish evil too much, became
What is the ultimate and defining position
evildoers themselves. Our words “furious”
from which you look at life? Is it from
and “infuriated” come from these goddesses.
unrecognised white privilege, from clergy
8. THE WELCOMING PRAYER
Too much anger for too long will only blind
specialness, from access to money? Is it from
Spiritual teacher Mary Mrozowski composed
and destroy both parties. So when the Furies
chosen victimhood, from minority anger,
and first taught what is now called the
have you, make eye contact and smile at
from gender overcompensation, from implicit
Welcoming Prayer, which many have found to
another person – deliberately detaching from
racism? To shift your consciousness about
be life-changing.
your Furies – though it will not be easy nor
the way you look at life, practise looking at
come naturally.
it – and being looked at – from a different
Welcome, welcome, welcome.
perspective: by wearing different clothes, for
I welcome everything that comes to me today
example, and then observing how you see
because I know it’s for my healing.
4. ATTENDING TO THE BREATH
yourself and how others relate differently to
I welcome all thoughts, feelings, emotions,
Both Eastern and Western teachers
you.
persons, situations, and conditions.
recommend paying calm attention to your
We can only recognise our own privileged
I let go of my desire for power and control.
breathing as a way of centering, grounding,
position, our preferred identity, when we try
I let go of my desire for affection, esteem,
and getting out of your head. Breathing
to live without it somehow. Those of us who
approval, and pleasure.
exercises seem to be able to open us up to
are privileged must take the initiative here.
I let go of my desire for survival and security.
full-body, full-access knowing.
Remember, if we need to protect or project
I let go my desire to change any situation,
our self-image too much, there is far, far
condition, person or myself.
5. SCANNING FOR “MALWARE”
too much of “me” there – and it is not even
I open to the love and presence of God and
Scanning for spiritual malware is a practice
“me”! HFC
God’s action within. Amen.
worth doing several times a day. Take a
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F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S

Parish Basics - All You Need To Know
Q How do I get
a priest for
anointing of
the sick?

Q How do
of
I fer a Mass
intention?
A You may fill out the Mass intention envelope
at the parish office. A love offering of $10
is required for each intention. The priests
will pray over the intentions which will be
announced before each Mass.

Q How do
I register my
children for
catechism?

A Call any priest to make an appointment.
Leave a message on their answering service
if necessary.
Fr Eugene Vaz: 6348 5842
Fr Alphonsus Dominic: 6344 8468
Fr Stanislaus Pang: 6346 6240

A There will be a general call for registration for
children entering Primary 1 in the new school
year. This usually takes place in the middle of
the previous year. Look out for it in the weekly
bulletin. You will need to fill out an application
form and submit it with your child’s baptism
certificate.
If you need to register your child in the middle
of the year or for a different level, call Jennifer

Q How do
I get my infant
baptised?

Tan on 6344 0046 (ext 1005) or e-mail

A Infant baptisms take place on the first Sunday
almost every month at 4pm. Get an application
form from the parish office or download it
from the church website and submit it with
documents, such as your Catholic marriage
certificate and godparents’ confirmation
certificates. Registration closes on the second
Sunday of the month. Parents and godparents
are required to attend a preparation session
one week before the baptism.

catechist@holyfamily.org.sg

Q What should
I do when a
loved one
dies?
A Download and submit the application form
for funeral Mass from the parish website or get
a form from the parish office. Indicate if you
would like night prayers during the wake.

A Yes! It is perfectly all right to call any priest.
Leave a message on their answering service
if they are not available. Don’t worry about
being a bother. As Fr Eugene Vaz puts it:
“Why else were we ordained?”

Q How do I bo
ok
a niche in the
columbarium
?

Q How do I engage
a priest and
book the church
for my wedding?

Q Can I just call
a priest to talk/
ask for advice?

You may also make an appointment with a
trained para-counsellor from the Family Life

A Call Jennifer Tan on 6344 0046 (ext 1005) or
e-mail columbarium@holyfamily.org.sg with
a copy of the death certificate.

Society by calling 6382 0688 (Mondays to
Fridays between 9am and 5pm).

A You must make arrangements at least one
year before your marriage date. Check the

Donations range from $1,000 to $9,000 per

church’s availability with the parish office

niche, depending on its location and capacity.

before you make any other arrangements. An

There are three sizes of niches - for two, eight

application form, which can be downloaded

and 12 urns. Do note that you may book a niche

from the church website, must be signed by the

only upon the death of a loved one and not

priest who will be solemnising your wedding

before. There are approximately 700 niches

and should be submitted to the office.

still available.

Q Who should
I contact to get Holy
Communion for the
housebound?

Couples must also make an appointment

A Get in touch with your Neighbourhood
Christian Community. You may check with
the parish office if you do not know who your
neighbourhood representative is.

with a priest to go through and complete the
pre-nuptial inquiry form. You should also
sign up for Catholic Engaged Encounter or the

Q How do
I become
a Catholic?

Marriage Preparation course. (Links on the
parish website)

A The best place to start your journey is
with the RCIA (Rite of Christian Initiation

Q Can I arrange
for Confession with
a priest outside of the
usual pre-Mass
timing?

for Adults). The programme runs over 12
to be baptised at the end of it, or not. There
are no prerequisites. For information, e-mail
parishadmin@holyfamily.org.sg or call the

A You may call any priest to fix a private
appointment.

T H E

Q How do
I get a house
blessing?

months and costs nothing. You may decide

H O L Y

A Simply fill up a form from the parish office
and submit it.

RCIA hotline on 9341 4999. There are also
separate groups for children and youth.

F A M I L Y
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